
Power Rate Design Impact Model 1.0 

 

The Customer Impact model builds on the similar model used for evalua�ng customer impacts each rate 
case.  These can be found on bpa.gov under the applicable Rate Case page under Models and Datasets. 

To use the model, there are a number of se�ngs one can alter.  The Init sheet contains most of these 
toggles, but there are also other places in the model a user might want to use, so we will walk through 
where to put data in and why. 

Init: 

 

Start Year – Sets the start year assump�on for a two year period of model evalua�on.  Current op�ons 
include 2022 and 2024, where 2022 will use actual billing data and 2024 will use forecast TRMbd case 
from the BP-24 rate case. 

Tier 1 System Capability – Enter the applicable RT1SC value for the size of Tier 1 system.  These for now 
should be le� stagnant, because there are calcula�ons which occur externally in the TRMbd rate case 
model which uses this value (for example, RHWMs). 

Include Tier 2 Load Shaping in Effec�ve Rate – use a value of Yes.  This will exclude the Tier 2 load 
shaping amounts (sales above RHWM but not served by Tier 2 or self-supply). 

Include Block Shaping? – This will enable the func�onality to add shaping to the Block amount 
assump�ons.  Leave on for yes as default. 

Scenario Selec�on – Leave these as default.  

https://www.bpa.gov/energy-and-services/rate-and-tariff-proceedings/bp-24-rate-case


Revenue Requirement Capacity Assump�on – Current assump�on is 37%, though the model will allow 
for this value to be changed. 

Use Billing data for LSTU, IRD, LDD? – Keep this value as No, it is used for troubleshoo�ng and internal 
verifica�on. 

Use Embedded Cost for Demand? – this toggle may be useful – allows for toggling the demand rate 
between and embedded cost and marginal input. 

Use Marginal Cost for PLVS? – this does the same as above for demand but in reverse.  The default 
assump�on is No, and this applies the embedded cost to the PLVS product. 

Include NLSLs in TRL for PLVS? – This op�ons enables the users with NLSLs to toggle on and off the PLVS 
rate depending on whether the NLSL load would be included on not.  Keep the default value as No.  If 
the default value is set to Yes, please note that any NLSL service including PLVS would be under a 
different rate schedule than PF, and this model assesses only Tier 1 PF. 

Include Slice Resource in TRL for PLVS? – This allows the user to exclude Slice Resource from the TRL 
used as the basis for PLVS charges. 

PLVS toggles --  adjust these values to Yes for a Block customer who plans on purchasing PLVS from BPA. 

 

 

Input on this tab under your respec�ve u�lity the amounts of shaping capacity (in MW) for each month 
being considered, and for the amount believed to be possible.  Similarly, you can increase of decrease 
the HLH/LLH shaping by inpu�ng a value from 0.1 to 1.5 or so (you cannot go too high because there 
may not be enough LLH energy to take out of LLH and put into HLH).  As an example, a value of 1.1 you 
place 10% more energy in HLH than LLH on an aMW basis. 

Orange, Blue and Grey tabs are fixed inputs: 

 Actual values for discount programs; only used when model is set to 
Actuals mode. 



inputs from RHWM process needed to calculated the load shaping true-up 
when the model is set to Actuals mode. 

**These take inputs from the TRMbd.  If one wanted to assess the cost of switching to a different 
product, they could go to BPA.gov, download the TRMbd model from the BP-24 rate case Models and 
Datasets sec�on, adjust the applicable values on the Init tab to change the customer assump�on from 
Slice to Load Following, or block if removing slice but retaining Block by changing the Slice % to zero – 
but keeping Slice = 1, and set model Lock to “No”. Then paste over the values in the above sheets with 
the modified resul�ng inputs from TRMbd. 

These are rates from the RAM model for each 
respec�ve rate case, with a couple of user inputs for the embedded cost of capacity assump�on. 

These are actual calcula�ons of the load shaping true-up.   

These are billing and ALF inputs for the Actuals mode. 

This does the simple calcula�on of the PLVS rate. TRL amounts are live with the elec�on for 
service (default is no block customers taking it); but the capacity assump�on is not live yet. 

The aforemen�oned inputs are all fed into these two staging tables and 
used for the rate calcula�on in the model. 

Rate Calcula�ons 

this sheet calculated customer charges, load shaping, demand, and any true-ups or 
discounts to get at effec�ve rates under the TRM rate construct.  If the model is set to Forecast model, 
then these effec�ve rates will match the status quo scenario calcula�ons on the final report pages and 
customer dashboard. (see below) 

 
these sheets perform the scenario based calcula�ons for Status Quo and the four alterna�ves using a 
diurnal rate se�ng approach.  They feed into the Effec�ve Rates tab below. 

This tab is effec�vely the results tab and performs relevant ranking used in the graphs 
at the end of the model. 

It is separates into Effec�ve Rates (pink), Rate Impacts (devia�on for each alterna�ve from the Status 
Quo (orange), and the raking columns for sor�ng customers for the graphs (green and blue). Calcula�on 
for the true-up necessary to �e out to the TRM construct are in columns D through I. Column A shows 
red numbers for the devia�on from effec�ve rates on the Status Quo tab (described above). 

https://www.bpa.gov/energy-and-services/rate-and-tariff-proceedings/bp-24-rate-case


This is hopefully a very useful tab, because it will allow the customer to look at 
impacts with a greater degree of visibility.  

First, select the customer you want to view: 

 

Then look at: 

Rate calcula�ons under the TRM customer charges + load shaping are included in the first few columns.  
NOTE: the TRM – diurnal rates equivalency is dependent upon being in “Forecast” mode and having 
Status Quo selected in cell M3 and Demand Only is selected in cell N3. 

Then there are two sets of columns, one with a right summary and another with a le� summary. 

Select the applicable values in the gold toggles to compare one scenario to another. The first toggle 
selects the scenario, and the second toggle sets rates with or without a PLVS program. 

“Demand Only” is without PLVS, and “Demand plus PLVS” is with PLVS ac�ve. 



 

Vs. 



 

Charts and graphs for the selected customer show rate impacts and composi�on of revenues from the 
customer. 

Bar Charts and Cash Flow 

 

The remaining orange tabs provide graphics for evalua�ng the impacts across all customers.  Included 
are histograms of the rate impacts for each alterna�ve rela�ve to the Status Quo, bar charts showing the 
same impacts in order of lowest to highest impacted customers, bar charts showing the percent 
devia�on from Status Quo for each alterna�ve in order of smallest to largest customer, bar charts 
showing effec�ve rates for each alterna�ve in the lowest-to-highest impact, and cash flow proofs of 
equivalency (all scenarios collect the same revenue requirement). 

Note for the graphs – all graphs by default assume PLVS; however, this op�on can be disabled by toggling 
the value in cell A1 on sheets: 

, where the former changes all charts other than the effec�ve rate 
charts, and the later changes the effec�ve rate bar charts. 

 

 


